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HHD 

 

 912708: Fix for validating bin number on stocktake with new BridgeWMS and if it's incorrect bin then it will display 
user message "Invalid Bin". 

 912578: Product code validation is not done at point of scan, rather it is done at point of send (BridgeWMS) 
 912654: Product code on all works orders screens show in red to highlight. 
 912656: Cannot go pass ‘OK’ message but cannot go past this message. This is during the pack process on the 

scanners after picking. 
 912708: Stocktaking was not doing a live bin lookup when entering products, rather it is doing the bin check at 

point of sending the data 

 912571: In movements, per serial item, to enter the quantity that is being processed, and would then like to 
assign, or scan each serial number. Rather than 1 at a time as the system currently allows. 

 912759: Fix for PO receipts was not marking fully received lines. 
 912757: Fix for PO receipts if user clicks skip on batch screen and re-scan same product it was hiding bin field on 

batch screen. A change has been made to allow user to confirm bin number for non-stock item on scanner. 
 912218: Issue when trying to overpick combined orders - "Next combined line is not valid - skipping" 

 

Build 11 

 Fixed: fulfil serial in stock movement and PO matching 

 Fixed: PO matching not ticking check-box when scanning product 
 Fixed: live Picking locking when not finding any orders 

 Corrected: match PO not asking for bin on batch screen after first time 

 

Build 12 

 Added: consolidated pick to BridgeWMS 

 Removed: check for empty bin on confirm bin livepicking 

 

Build 13 

 Added: cancel button to printing on stock lookup 

 Fixed: lookup expiry date to use the year 

 912786: Was not allowing user to cancel packing, if user cancel packing it was still completing. 
 Fixed packing not fulfilling serials 

 912756: PO receipt with Due Date First option, when user scan product barcode on PO lines screen it does not 
scan, but if you un-mark Due Date First it works fine. 

 912673: Wont let the user back out of the Pack Order screen. 
 

Build 14 

 Fixed: matchPO not selecting line by barcode when use due date first 

 Changed: live picking to not ask for picker when continuing to next order 

 912825: Live Non-marshal picking with full courier and by courier, not allowing user to under pick quantity. 
 913153: Live transfer with use a transfer check file was showing "Incorrect Product" even if user scans or tap on 

correct product line. 
 913171: With full courier if user changes courier name it was setting value "1" for how many packed field. 
 912857: Live picking with MBTrack if user try to over pick quantity it was not focusing exp. date field after 

confirming batch number. 
 913131: Live picking with opera trace item will display insufficient quantity message on batch screen, if batch has 

no enough quantity available. 
 912931: "Non-MJM Courier" orders was sending the details to DX and they are sending these with someone 

different other than DX. 
 913026: When completing WO was showing required. quantity as ".T.". 
 912363: Live picking with marshalling and combine orders was not allowing user to over pick qty. 
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 912365: Shows pick bin throughout replenishment process on scanner. 
 912530: Fail after picking few lines but not showing any error on scanner. 
 911487: Fix for, if user skip any line it was not bring down skipped line after last order line. 
 913278: Fix for, scan and increment on stocktake was not showing correct scanned quantity for scanned item. 
 Fix for: Not displaying error message on WO issue if component is locked. 
 

LiveLink 

 

Bug Fix: 
 912792: If GroupProductsOnPick = 0 in live link config and when you try to pick an order live link was failing with 

Error - VFP:Error: 1807 in Method: getorderlines at Line: 1341 Message: SQL: GROUP BY clause is missing or 
invalid. 

 912753: Allow user to pick non-stock items from scanner. 
 912754: Added method priority for UPN (U01 to U11 - Standard and U21 to U28 - Priority). 
 912767: Live transfer was erroring with  Label File:'VFPReports\Z\.lbx' Not Found. 
 912793: Live Non-Marshal Picking with GB account for 1, 3, and 4DP on price product was not populating correct 

values in ITRAN (It_lineval, It_exvat and It_vatval). There were few other error variable LCUSER, IT_FCURR and 
LNSELLDPS not found is also fixed. 

 912845: WO issuing component quantity was not updating WO header, sell value was shifting decimals in CTRAN. 
 912860: Replenishment from scanner live link was erroring SQL: Column 'CXT_FIFODTE' is not found.,Data 

 912847: After fully marshal picked order when user try to remove from awaiting despatch tab live link was 
erroring with Exception occurred Property CURRENTUSER is not found. 

 913129: When user do a stock look with bin and first product is non-stock item it was not bringing down all 
product. 

 913156: WO component QTY issuing from scanner was not updating CNAME (Cn_woalloc & Cn_compwil) and 
CSTWH (Cs_woalloc & Cs_compwip). 
  Fix for: issuing WO component quantity twice (half quantity each time) and then complete WO was 
updating Cx_wipqty in CHEAD with negative value. 
  Fix for: under issuing WO component quantity and fully complete WO quantity was updating Cx_wipqty in 
CHEAD table with negative value. 

 913973: Live picking with courier, if user change courier name from courier tab it was setting pallet value to 1 
(default). 

 913128: Added Booked Delivery Date/Time into UPN courier file (Make sure you have set delivery date/time in 
despatch manager) 

 912959: Live Marshal & Combined order was not populating correct comment in stock transaction for each orders. 
  Fix for: getbinsqty at Line: 835 Message: Variable 'CXT_BIN' is not found with non-stock item on sales order 

  Fix for: getbinsqty at Line: 835 Message: Variable 'LNPACK' is not found with non-stock item on sales order 

 913248: Fix for: getconsignmentpos at Line: 235 Message: Object LOPARENT is not found. 
 912939: Cx_madeqty was not updating with correct decimals in CHEAD table, if you have decimal product as a 

assembly item. 
  In CLINE table Cy_cmplqty was negative. 
  In CNAME table Cn_workord was not updating. 
  In CSTWH table Cs_workord was not updating. 

 912675: Was not allowing user to issue components that have been already issued out. 
 912440: Added "Alert not oldest expiry date" with live picking 

  Fix for,  LPC courier file in CSV format, added A/C contact and phone number from SEQCO table and if these 
fields are empty it will use SEQCO 

 912267: Fix for, Stock allocations and negative free stock figure 

 910860: Picking/Replen via fifo expiry on the HHD 

 Fix for: Variable MJ_Trace is not found while live picking MJM Trace product. 
 Fix for: Variable CF_MJMTrace is not found while live picking MJM Trace product. 
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 Fix for: Property CY_ASSEMBL is not found while issuing WO components. 
 Fix for: Live link was not formatting faceted quantity correctly while issuing WO components. 
 Fix for: LOPARENT not found during WO issue process. 
 Fix for: getwopicks Variable 'ISMJMTRACKING' is not found. 
 Fix for: getwopicks Property 'ISMJMTRACKING' is not found. 
 912715: Live Picking Marshal or non-marshal not populating picker ID if you browse transactions in opera. 
 913030: When issuing the stock through the handheld for work order, the date issued was not being updated on 

CLINE. 
 913245: LL was erroring with Exception occurred Property IT_POST is not found when try to remove picked line 

from awaiting despatch tab. 
 913186: Added international info for IE accounts for parcel force. 
 

Bridge 3 

 

Bug Fixes: 
 Fix for: On PO receipt browse screen it was not showing goods condition and quality for any line. 
 Fix For: On PO receipt browse screen if you select different was not changing or updating goods condition and 

quality. 
 Fix for: Import kit list through Bridge was not importing. 
 Added 3 NEW TABLES (DSHIPD, DSHIPH AND DCONT) for TNT and DHL 

 912791: PO receipt with foreign currency account for 4DP and 3DP on price product was not showing correct 
value in Ci_cost & Ci_value columns. 

 912741: Adding freight cost for PO opera was crashing with TXTFREIGHTCOST is a method, event or object and  
Property TEXT is read-only. 

 912624: review landed costs entered on the freight cost screen (Add freight cost value, which will add value into 
each PO lines, when user re-open freight cost screen it displays previously entered value) 

 911310: General SOPkitting test (Multiple bug fix) this was fixed in 4.76 and also tested in 4.77 

  1- SQL: Too many columns referenced, when user prints order in batch mode. 
  2- If SOP form is open and user generate stock file from bridge, opera was crashing with Target table is 
 already engaged in a relation error. 
  3- Live non-marshal picking was erroring with cannot GROUP by aggregate field. 
  4- After completing picking with non-marshal it was showing incorrect values in IHEAD & ITRAN. 
  5- Allow user to import kit list through bridge. 
  6- Allow user to import component through opera. 
  7- Shows correct order quantity for kit components when user generate order in opera. 
  8- Live picking now only shows kit components on scanner. 

 912858: Import stock take, Action | Print Variance | Product or Bin | Export 2 excel sheet | select Summarised | 
opera crashes with Variable 'LNCOST' is not found. 

 912896: Changing PO received quantity, opera was crashing with Variable 'QUALITY' is not found. 
 913065: Added to set override return bin Functionality in import default pick bin. After importing pick bins it was 

not updating override return bin. If your MB processing screen is open and try to import bin opera was crashes 
with Alias 'CNAME' is not found error. If stock processing screen is open and when you import bins, after 
publishing report on screen it was showing open database table screen. 

 

MultiBin Tracking 

 

 912714: Fix for PO receipt, opera was crashing with Variable ‘CONDITION’ is not found in 
MBTRACKBROWSE.ERROR. 

 912675: Fix for stock movement with MJM batch traceable items for type return batch (which never used or 
existed) 

 912735: Printing PO list was causing opera crash with Property DO_BTCHSER is not found. 
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 912852: On PO receipt marking or unmarking receipt line causing opera to crash with Variable 'QUALITY' is not 
found. 

 

Despatch Manager 

 

 912209: Changed export location for picker.MJM file. 
 912399: Added customer name to Dispatch Note (both on awaiting dispatch and dispatch tab) 
 911696: Made dispatch tab search use value selected in fields. 
 912402: Fixed despatch manger not saving order of lines. 
 912846: Issue with showing incorrect order lines on lines screen if you have selected show proforma. 
 912849: Delivering more than 1 order with delivery menu despatch manager was crashing. 
 912982: When trying to print pick lists from available for pick tab (With Non-multibin) was getting an unexpected 

error. 
 913167: Despatch Manager was removing the personalised settings back to the standard or default settings if user 

re-start DM or re-start PC. 
 912639: Added Pack Quantity in despatch manager. 
 912640: Added option to divide weight by volume 

 912645: Fixed weight field not using decimal places 

 912334: Order was showing in Ammo and Section 5 instead of only in section 5. 
 912695: Orders with forward delivery dates should not be showing on despatch manager 

 913238: Assign picker combo-box was not populating saved user name. 
 

Courier 

 

 912713: When user try to create new despatch method opera crashes, this happens as soon as you press Ctrl + N 

 

Issue Report 

 

 912296: Added new report to MJMIssRep with range of warehouse selection. 


